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that. It was a very crowded day at the airport when we left. We got out, and it was quite stressful. We tried to move very fast to the taxi and get away from it. That
was a big concern. But the airport was pretty orderly and it was just people complaining and crying and hysterical. It was a very somber scene.” Dershowitz: “I was
a little surprised that we weren’t stopped in East Jerusalem.” AIDE: “I don’t know why we weren’t stopped in East Jerusalem.” Dershowitz: “Maybe they were afraid
of losing their permit to enter East Jerusalem.” AIDE: “I don’t know.” Dershowitz: “I don’t know.” AIDE: “We stayed on the route that we were scheduled for and
then we ended up in Tel Aviv.” Dershowitz: “I think we said something to the police. I’m not sure what it was.” AIDE: “We said something to them, that we would
like to go through East Jerusalem. And they said: ‘You can do that from there.’” Dershowitz: “Did the police ever question you about things?” AIDE: “Not really. No.”
Dershowitz: “I heard that [Auschwitz survivor] Dieter Oppenheimer was on the plane with you.” AIDE: “Yes. He was. That was a surprise.” Dershowitz: “I didn’t
know he was on that flight.” AIDE: “Yes.” Dershowitz: “I never do know what the other passengers are doing. I’m usually the only passenger on a flight.”
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